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In this paper estimates of the distance between trajectories of “approximating” 
orientor fields are obtained. The close trajectories from two different sets are 
associated by means of so-called piecewise programming strategy. Owing to that, 
the results may be applied in the theory of differential games. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of approximation described in Section 3 of this paper is an 
extension of so-called Krasovskii extremal construction [2] which is being 
used in the theory of differential games. This method, it appears, can also be 
applied in other fields than the theory of games, as, for example, to estimate 
the distances between the sets of trajectories of orientor fields. Owing to this, 
one can investigate the dependence of these sets on the initial data, and also 
study the problems analogous to those investigated by Turowicz [ 10-121, 
Pianigiani [4], Roxin [6], and Shaw [8] (Section 4). 
Apart from this, it is possible (see Section 5) to apply this method to the 
study of differential games other than those considered in [2], e.g., those 
described by Varaiya and Lin [14]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For x, y E IRk and k E N, let (x, JJ) denote the Euclidean scalar product, 
llxll=\Xx,S;),andifr~O,O#AcIRk,then 
K(x, r) = {Y E Rk: [Ix - y II < r], 
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If t E (0, 7’1, and cp: [t, T] + Rk is a continuous function, then 
lldl = mWlrp(s)ll : s E It, Tl). 
Next, by comp(lRk) we denote the family of all non-empty and compact 
subsets of Rk, whereas by conv(lRk) we denote the family of all sets which 
are additionally convex. 
For to E [0, T], x,, E Rk, and the orientor field F: [0, T] x IRk + comp(Rk), 
let F[t,, x0] be the set of all trajectories q of F, 
v’(s) E Wv cp(s>), 
and defined on [to, T]. 
No) = x0 3 
The trajectories of the field F: [0, T] X Rk + comp(lRk) have a common 
modulus of continuity on K(O,d), d>O, w: [O,a)+ [O,co), 
lim8+o w(a)=0 when for all t E [0, T], xEK(O,d), rp E F[t,x], and 
s, SE [t, T] the following condition is satisfied: 
A continuous function o: [0, co) x [O, co)+ [O, co) is called a Kamke 
function if w(t, 0) = 0, t > 0, and the only solution of the equation U’ = 
o(t, v), v(O) = 0 is the zero solution. Next, a function p: (0, co) X (0, co) -+ 
[0, co) is called a complementary function if, for arbitrary E, q > 0, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that for any r E (0,6] and q E [Q co) we have p(& f) < E. 
3. THE LEMMA ABOUT APPROXIMATION 
We assume that the orientor fields F: [O, T] X Rk -+ comp(Rk), considered 
in this section have the property that F[t, x] # 0, (t, x) E [O, T] X R k, and 
for any d > 0, the trajectories of F have a common non-decreasing modulus 
of continuity on K(0, d). 
DEFINITION 1. About the orientor fields F, G: (0, T] X IRk + comp(lRk), 
we say that G is approximated by F, if for any R > 0 there exists a Kamke 
function w and a complementary function p such that for any t E [0, T] and 
X, y E K(0, R), x f y, there exists p E F[t, X] such that for every v E G[r, y) 
and every s E [t, T] the following inequality is satisfied 
II P(S) - v+)ll - IIX - Yll 
< [at, IIX - rll> +P@ - 6 IIX - Yll>l(S - t). 
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DEFINITION 2. For an arbitrary t E [0, T], a, b E Rk, and a partition 7~: 
t = t, < t, < - - * < t, = T of the interval [t, T], the function e: G [ t, 61 + F[ t, a ] 
is called a lower strategy associated with the partition z, if for each i = 
0, l,..., n - 1 and all w, 1+7 E G[t, b] such that 
we have 
DEFINITION 3. The lower strategy e: G[t, b] -+ F[t, a] associated with the 
partition 71: t = t, < t, < ..* ( t, = T is called a piecewise programming 
strategy, if there is a function U defined on (1, T] x Rk X Rk such that 
lo for any (s,x, y) E [t, T] x IRk x IRk is 
2“ for each i= 0, l,..., n - 1, and all v/E G[t, 61 and s E [ti, ti+l] the 
condition 
(e(w))(s) = t”Cti, (e(V>>(ti>, v/(ti)))(s) 
is fulfilled. 
Such a strategy will be denoted by [U, rc, t, a, b]. 
Now, let fix t E [0, T], d E (0, co) and orientor fields F, G: [0, T] X (Rk -+ 
comp(iRk). We assume that G is approximated by F and that w: [0, co) + 
[0, co) is a non-decreasing common continuity modulus for trajectories of 
the fields F and G on K(0, d). From the last assumption, it follows that if 
a, b E K(0, d), p E F[t, a], w E G[t, b], and s E [t, T], then ]l&s)li <d + w(T) 
and II ill < d + w(T). 
Next, let 
R = d $ w(T) 
and we associate the functions o and p with R, according to Definition 1. 
Also, for s E [t, T] and x, y E K(0, R), x # y let u(s, x, y) = o, where u, is 
associated with s, x, and y according to this definition as well. 
If s E [t, T] and x E K(0, R) then the set 
i fl(s, x, Y): Y E WA R), Y + xl 
will be denoted by F[s, x, 01. Of course F[s, x, u] c F[s, x]. 
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Next, write r and h E (0, co) such that there exists a solution v of the 
equation 
v’(s) = w(s, u(s)) + h, u(t) = r 
defined on the entire [t, T]. 
Finally, we assume that K: [0, co) -+ [0, co) is a non-decreasing function 
such that ~(8) + 0, when 6 -+ 0. Let c E [0, h/ 121, the orientor the orientor 
field F,: [0, T] x Rk + comp(lRk) be such that its trajectories have the 
modulus of continuity w on K(0, d), and the following holds: 
Property (F,): for each in [t, T], x E K(0, R), and (p E F[I, x, fl] there 
exists c~ E F,[& x] such that 
II @f(s) - cp(s)ll 4 cc + 4s - 9N - 0, s E [i, T]. 
For s E [t, T], x, y E K(O,R), x# y let U(s,x, y) =(p, where q is 
associated with &s, x, y) according to (J’&. In other cases, for U(s, x, y) we 
take any element of F,[s,x]. 
LEMMA 1. There is a 6 > 0 such that for each partition II: t = t, < 
I.. < t, = T with diameter L+r) < 6, and for any a, b E K(0, d), 
;i’arb,,< rand tgEG[t,b] we have 
Il[K 71, t a, b](v)(s) - v(s)11 < v(s), s E [t, T]. 
Proof: Assume t < T (for t = T the proof is trivial). Choose 8 > 0 such 
thatfors,bE[t,T]andr,rE[O,v(T)]ifIs-SI~dand)r-rl)~athen 
INS, t) - 4% VII< h/J. 
We fix u > 0 such that 
0 < u < min(6, r}. 
Let 8, > 0 be such that if s, FE [t, T] and ] s - S( Q &, then 
, u(s) - u(F), < u. 
Next let 
6, = min(Zi, a). 
Now we choose any f E [t, T] and a function m: [f, T] + [0, co), and assume 
that 
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(i) 0 < u(f) - m(?) < 0, 
(ii) there exists iE (!, i+ S,] n [!, T] such that 
4s) - m(t? < [o(f, m(f)) + h/3]@ - t”>, s E (i, I]. 
We also choose any s E [t^, I]. If s > i then there exists SE (t”, s) such that 
u(s) - u(f) = v’(f)(s - f). 
I.e., 
w(i, u(f)) < w(s; u(F)) + h/3. 
Because it results from (i) that 
then from the definition of d we have: 
i.e., 
o(t: m(i)) < w(t: u(f)> + h/3 
< w(s; u(F)) + 2h/3. 
Therefore, from (i) and (ii) we obtain 
m(s) < u(r) + m(s) -m(f) 
< u(f) + [a(!, m(f)) + h/3]@ - t^, 
C u(f) + [o(s; u(s)> + h](s - f) 
= v(f) + u’(F)(s - f) = u(s). 
It follows from (i) that for s = i we also have 
4s) 6 V(S). 
Let 6, > 0 be such that ~(6,) < u/2, 6, > 0 such that for <E (0, S,] and 
rl>, r - u: P(& 71) < h/6, and 6, > 0 such that ~(6~) Q h/12. 
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Let 
6 = min{6,, 6,, 6,, S,}. 
We fix any a, b E K(0, d), 11 a - b II< ,r,apartition~~:t=t,,<t,<...<t,=T 
of diameter a(n) < 6 and a trajectory v/ E G[t, b]. 
Let 
v = [U, 71, t, a, b](v). 
Now, we note that IIq@o) - t&J < r = u&J, and assume that for a certain 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1 the following inequality is satisfied: 
II rp@> - Y+)lI G 4S)T s E [to, t/J. 
We shall show that then 
Let 
II (D(s) - Y/(s)ll Ge), s E 140 h+,l* 
a, = fafk 3 &J, v4k)). 
At first we consider the case when 
0 < w - IIIpW - v4k)ll < 0. 
Inasmuch as u is an increasing function and u(t,,) = I, then U(S)) r on 
[to, T]. Hence, from the above and from the inequality u < r, we have 
It&J - w(tdll > 4h) - 0 2 r - 0 > 0. 
Therefore p(tk) # v(t,J. Besides, since a, b E K(0, d), rp E F,[t, a], 
w E G[t, b] and the trajectories of F,, and G have the modulus of continuity 
w on W, 4, then &J, v(h) E K(O, W. 
Now take t^= t, and m: [I, T] + [0, co) given by 
m(s) = Ila) - w@)ll. 
We note that 
0 < u(f) -m(f) < u. 
Let f= tkd,. Of course IE [i, T] and i< t^ + 6,. From the definition of 
function U it follows that for s E (% T] we have 
II @i(s) - v(sIl - lMi(O - w(t^)ll 
< Pa Ilm - wm> + PCS - t: II~(O - W(Oll>l(~ - 0.
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For s E [fk, tk+,l we have s-tt,<6,, and as we have already noted 
I] @(t,J - t&J]] > r - cr. Therefore 
PCS - t II cP(t^> - w(fll> < W, s E [fk, fktll’ 
From the definition of U(f, @(t^>, I+@)) it follows that if s E [?, T], then 
II v(s) - @II < cc + 4s - o><s - 0 
From the inequalities c < h/12 and tk+ , - t, < 6 < 6,) we obtain that for 
s E [t: I], 
IIds) - m)ll< @P + h/12)@ - 0. 
Finally for s E (f, i] we obtain 
IIds) - w(s)ll - II &I - w(t3ll 
< II rp(s) - @)ll + II WI - w@)ll - II(P<O - w<Oll 
G I4 llrp(O - w(Oll) + h/3l(s - 0 
We have shown that the function m satisfies the assumptions (i) as well as 
(ii), and therefore 
IIds) - v(s)ll G 0)9 s E [Go &+,I* 
In the case when 
fJ G GJ - II (Pw - w(~Jll 
from the definition of 6,, for s E [tk, tk+ ,] we have 
IlP@) - v(sIl < II P(S) - cP(h>ll + II&J - wM + II W(h) - v@)ll 
< we - 4) + IIPkJ - wh)ll + WCS - 4J 
G CJ + II VW - Y&>ll < aJ G 4s). 
According to the principle of induction, the lemma is proven. 
CONCLUSION 1. We denote the maximal solution of the equation 
u’(s) = +, u(s)), u(t) = r 
by u+. Then, for all a, b E K(0, d), /Ia - bll< r we have 
lo for each w E G[t, b] there exists p E F,,[t, a] such that 
II v(s) - w@)ll G f@x s E It, T]; 
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2” for any v E G[t, b] there exists v, E F,[t, a] such that 
IIds) - w@)ll G 2, + m s E [t, Tl; 
3” G[t, a] c F[t, a]. 
Proof. To prove the condition 3” it is sufftcient o take K E 0, c = 0, and 
F,, = F in Lemma 1. 
For the sets A, B E comp(lRk) let D(A, B) denotes their mutual distance in 
the Hausdorff metric. We adopt the same notation for each s E [0, T], if A 
and B are non-empty bounded subsets of the space C( [s, T], Rk) of all 
continuous functions from [s, T] into Rk. 
For s E [0, T] and A c [s, T] let Z be the set of functions defined on 
[s, r], and let 
ZI,= (ZIA: ZEZ}, 
where z IA denotes the restriction of the function z to the set A. 
CONCLUSION 2. If F is approximated by F then I;[., -1 is a uniformly 
continuous function on each bounded set, i.e., for any E, d > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that for all s, FE [0, T] and x, .C E K(0, d) from Is - SI < 6 and 
IIx - Tjl< 6 it follows that 
Proof. The above conclusion results from the foregoing conclusion 
(Conclusion 1) and from the equicontinuity of functions from the sets 
u F[s, x], d> 0. 
CS.X)EIO,Tl XK(0.d) 
4. APPLICATION TO THE THEORY OF ORIENTOR FIELDS 
In this section we will consider orientor fields H: [0, T] X Rk + comp(lRk) 
and conv H: [0, r] x Rk --t conv(lRk), written as 
(conv H)(t, x) = conv H(t, x). 
LEMMA 2. Assume that H: [0, T] X Rk -+ comp(Rk) is continuous (in the 
Hausdorff metric) and that: 
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1” there exists A”> 0 such that for any t E [0, T], x E [Rk and 
u E H(t, x) the following inequality is satisfied 
2” for each l? > 0 there exists a Kamke function o such that for all 
t E [0, 7’1 and x, y E K(0, x), we have 
D(H(t, 4, H(t, Y)) < w(t, lb - Y 11). 
With the above assumptions conv H is approximated by H. 
Proof From the assumption 1“ and the theorem of Filippov [ 11, it 
results that for any t E [0, T] and x E Rk the set H[t, x] is non-empty. From 
1“ it also results that for all t E [0, T], x E K(0, d), v, E (conv H)[t, x], and 
s E [t, T] is 
Ilp(s)ll < ((d2 + 1) e2AT - 1)“2. 
Let 
Owing to the continuity of H there exists L* > 0 such that for t E [0, T] and 
x E K(0, R*) the following condition is satisfied 
conv H(t, x) c K(0, L *). 
Therefore trajectories of the fields H and conv H have a common modulus 
of continuity w on K(0, d), given by 
w(6) = L *a, 6 E [O, 00). 
We fix any R > 0. Let 
I? = ((R’ + 1) e2AT - 1)‘12. 
The field H is continuous, and hence there exists L > 0 such that for 
t E [0, T] and x E K(0, R) the following condition is satisfied: 
conv H(t, x) c K(0, L). 
In that case for any (t, x) E [0, T] x K(0, R), v, E (conv H)[t, x] and almost 
all s E [t, T] we have that 
Il@@)ll <L* 
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For I? we take a Kamke function w according to the assumption 2” and 
assume that 
Because H is uniformly continuous on [O, T] x K(0, R) there exists a non- 
decreasing function n: [O, co+ [0, co) such that lim,,, q(r) = 0, and that 
for each x E K(0, R”) and s, SE [0, T] we have 
It can be readily shown, using the appropriate constructions carried out in 
the proof of Filippov’s theorem [ 11, that there exists the non-decreasing 
function <: [0, co) + [0, co) such that lim,,, r(r) = 0, and that for all 
f E [O, q, x E qo, R), and u E H(t, x) there exists rp E H[t, x] for which 
almost everywhere on [t, T]. 
Now, we choose any x, y E K(0, R), xf y and t E [O, T], and fix 
u E H(t, x) such that for any ~7 E H(t, x): 
(y-x, n-u)<O. 
We note that for u chosen in such a way and for all u * E conv H(t, x) the 
following inequality is also satisfied 
(y-x, u*-u)<O. 
Let rp E H[t, x] be such that for almost all s E [t, T] 
Il~‘(~)-ull<~(S-O. 
Next we fix any w E (conv H)[t, y]. Because q(s), w(s) E K(0, i), s E [t, T], 
and therefore for almost all s E (t, T] the following inequalities are satisfied 
II cp’(sll < L II Y’@)ll G L 
then for s E A = [t, t + (IX - yll/2L) n [t, T] we have p(s) # v(s). Therefore 
for almost all s E A 
f (II@> - v@Il) 
= (w(s) - cp(s>, ‘Y’(s) - v’~s>Xll v(s) - fP(s)ll)r ’ 
= [(Y -x7 v’(s) - u> + (v(s) - cp(s> - (Y -xl v’(s) - u> 
+ (‘Y(s) - ‘P(s), 24 - co’(~))l(Il v(s) - (P(s)ll>- ‘* 
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Because, for s E [t, T] we have that w(s) E K(O, k), i.e., 
D(conv qs, v(s)>, conv WC Y)> 
< w-m v(s)), ff(G Y>> 
< D(H(s, v(s)>, fqt, v(s))> + wm w(s)), m Y)) 
< q(s - t> + Q(W - f>), 
then there exists a function U: [t, T] + conv H(t, y) such that for almost all 
s E It, q 
From the inequality 
D(conv W, Y), conv W, x)) < o(t, II x - y II) 
there results the existence of the function u*: [t, T] + conv H(t, x) such that 
for almost all s E [t, T] 
llu*@> - Q)ll < 46 Ila - bll>* 
Hence, for almost all s E [t, T] we have 
(Y -x3 v’(s) - u> 
=(y-x,yl’(s)-zi(s))+(y-x,u(s)-u*(s))+(y-xx,u*(s)-z4) 
,< 11x - Yll Iv@ - t> + QW - f)> + 44 /Ix - YIIII + 0 
i.e., (for almost all s E d) 
-$ (IIds) - w(s)ll) < II46 lb - YII> + rl(s - t) + Jw(s - t))l lb - YII 
+ 4LZ(s - t) + 2&(s - c)}(ll v(s) - q(s)ll)-‘. 
And since 
IIX - Yll IIX - Yll 
II v/b> - Ip@)ll G IIX - Yll - 2w - 0 
2L(s - t) 
G l+ Ilx-yll-2L(s-t)’ 
s E A, 
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then for almost all s E A: 
~~ll~~~~-~W(S~l/~~~~~rIl~-Yll~+~~~~Il~-YII~ l x-;y;s-,
IIX - Yll + [r(s - 4 + QW - t))l IIx _ yI, _ qs _ q 
+ 4L2(s - t) + 2&3s - t) 
1(x- yll-2L(s-t) ’ 
For s E [t, t + 1(x - y11/4L] we have 
1 2 
llx-yyll-2L(s-t) G lb-Yll’ 
Besides, for s E [t, t + 11-x  Y 11/4L I n It, Tl we have 
2L(r - t) 
IIX-yll-2L(7-t) d7 
’ < 2 
1 
[q(s - t) + Q(L(s - t))] d7 
t 
= 2[q(s - t) + LqL(s - t))](s - t), 
and similarly 
s ~4L2(7-t)+2~~(7-t)d7 t Ilx-Yll-2W--t) 
< 4L2(s-t)2 + 4&(s-t) 
’ Ilx-YII (Ix- y/J (S--t)T 
because o(t, IIx - yI()<Q(l/x - yI()<Q(2R), and < and q are non- 
decreasing functions. 
Now assume that for r E (0, co) and 7 E (0, r/4L]: 
P(7, r) = 
2LQ(2R) + 4L 2 4m7) 
7 + 27(t) + 2n(L7) + -3 
t r 
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and for r E (0, co) and r > r/4L: 
8L2T 
p(r, r) = -. r 
It is easy to prove that p is a complementary function and that for s E (t, T]: 
IIrp(s) - v4s)lI - IIX - Yll < w9 lb - YII) +P@ - 4 lb - Yll)l(S - th 
which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 1. With the assumptions of Lemma 2, the function H[., . ] is 
uniformly continuous on each bounded set. 
ProoJ: This theorem is a direct consequence of Conclusion 2. 
THEOREM 2. With the assumptions of Lemma 2 we have for any 
t~[O,T]andx~lR~that 
H[t, x] = (conv H)[t, x]. 
Proof: It is known [ 15, 31 that (conv H)[t, x] is a closed set. It is 
sufficient to use Conclusion 1. 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, and for any E, d > 0 
there exist r, c > 0 such that for each orientor field I?: [0, T] X Rk + 
comp(Rk), which satisfies the condition fi(t, x) c K(H(t, x), c), (t, x) E 
[0, T] x lRk, if a, b E K(0, d), Ila - bll< r, t E [0, T], and Q E fi[t, b], then 
there exists q E H[t, a] for which 
11 g(s) - cP(s)ll < ET s E [t, T]. 
Proof. Take any E, d > 0, and also take any c^ E [0, 1 ] and define the 
orientor field H; by 
H,-(t, x) = {u + U: u E H(t, x), zi E K(0, c^)}. 
It can be easily verified that for t E [0, T], x E Rk, and U E H&t, x): 
(xv fi> < (A + 1/w + Ilxll”>. 
Also, we fix any R’ > 0, and associate a Kamke function w with x and H 
according to the assumption 2’ of Lemma 2. For all t, s E [0, T] and 
x, yE Rk we have 
WJ,(& xl, H,(s, Y)) < WN, x), H(s, Y)). 
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Therefore the function H,- is continuous, and moreover, for all 
x, y E K(0, R”), and t E [0, T], 
Thus we checked that the field H6 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2, and 
hence we obtain that conv H, is approximated by H,-. 
In view of the optionality of c^, we have that for any c^ E [0, 1] the field H, 
is approximated by itself. 
Let 
R * = ((# + 1) e(2a+‘)T - 1)1/2e 
From the equicontinuity of the fields H,, c^ E [0, 11, follows the existence of 
L* > 0 such that for t E [0, T], x E K(0, R *), and each c^E [0, 11, the 
following condition is satisfied: 
H,(t, x) c K(0, L *). 
Therefore, all trajectories of all fields H,, c^ E [0, l] have a common modulus 
of continuity w on K(0, d), given by 
Next, let 
w(6) = L *fJ, 6E [O, Co). 
R=d+w(T)=d+L*T. 
For any c^ E ]O, 1 ] we associate, according to Definition 1, the functions w 
and p with F = H,, G = H,, and R= ((R2 + 1) eCZA+‘)r - l)lj2, in the same 
way as o and p were associated with H, conv H and R” in the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
Inasmuch as this relation depends only upon R, and modulus of continuity 
of the function He on [0, T] x K(0, x), we may state that w and p have been 
associated with R and H, independently on c^ E [0, 11. 
Now, we fix the positive numbers r and h such that for each t E [0, T] 
there exists a solution u of the equation 
u’(s) = w(s, u(s)) t h, u(t) = r 
defined on the entire [t, T] and satisfying the condition 
u(s) < E, s E [t, T]. 
Let 
c = min{ 1, h/12}. 
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Again, using the appropriate constructions carried out in the proof of 
Filippov’s theorem [ 11, we can easily show the existence of the non- 
decreasing function <: [0, co) + [0, co) such that Em,,, r(S) = 0 and it has a 
property that for all t E [0, T], x E K(0, R), u E H(t, x), and CE HJt, x), 
there exist rp E H[t, x] and @ E H,[t, x] for which 
II@@) - ZJ II < C(s - t) and 
almost everywhere on [t, T]. 
Let us assume that ~(a) = 2@6), 6 E [O, co). For any IE [0, T] and 
x, y E K(0, R), x # y, let U*(I, x, y) = ~7, where U E H,(& x) and 
(y-x, u-q<o, 24 E H,(I, x). 
Next, let @ E H,[I, x] be such that 
for almost all s E [I, T]. Subsequently we assume that 
Qi, x, Y) = @, 
and we associate u E H(I, x) with E that ]]u - u]] <c and associate 
cp E H[f,x] with u that 
almost everywhere on the interval [& T]. Then for all s E [t, T] we have 
II P(s) - P(S)/l - 
< 11 (i(s) - (x + (s - f) u>ll + (s - Q II fi - ZJ II + lb + (8 - 9 24 - P(S)ll 
Thus, we have verified that for any t E [0, T] and F = H,, G = H,, and 
F, = H, Lemma 1 could be used. 
On the basis of point 1“ of Conclusion 1 from Lemma 1, we find that for 
all a, b E K(0, d), ]]a - b/l < r, t E [0, T], and each v/ E H,[t, b], there exists 
(D E H[t, a] such that 
IIds) - Y/(sN < 4T) G ET s E [t, T]. 
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We now fix any orientor field A: [0, T] x Rk -+ comp(lRk) such that 
A(t, x) c K(H(k xl, c) = H&9 xl, (t, x) E [O, T] x Rk. 
Because for all (t,x) E [O, T] x Rk, fi[t,x] cH,[t,x], the proof of the 
theorem is completed. 
The above theorems are closely related to the studies due to Turowicz 
[lO-121 and Shaw [8]. For continuous Kamke functions, Theorem 2 is a 
generalization of Theorem 1 from Pianigiani [4]. See also Theorem 4.2 of 
[9]. It can be shown, using the Plis example [5], that the condition of 
continuity of the function H is not itself sufficient to prove Theorem 3. An 
additional condition is required, as for example the Kamke condition used in 
this paper (see also [8]). 
Using the identical methods as above, it is possible to prove the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let us fix any numbers d, R > 0, the function q: 
[O, co)+ [0, co), lim s+0 q(6) = 0, and Kamke functions w, and q. Then for 
each E > 0 there exist c, r > 0 such that for all orientor fields F and G 
satisfying the conditions: 
lo ifa,bEK(O,d),tE[O,T],pEF[t,a],andtpEG[t,b],then 
co(s), v(s) E K(O, Rh s E It, T]; 
2” WV,x),W, Y)> < o,@, Ilx- ~11) 
D(G(t, x), ‘36 Y)) < o,(t, Ilx - Y II), 
when t E [0, T], and x, y E K(0, R); 
3” ifs,tE[O,T],andxEK(O,R),then 
WY& xl, F(s, x>> < ~(1s - 4) 
WG(t, x), G(s, xl) < ~(1s - 41, 
and 
4” D(F(t, x), G(t, x)) < c, (t,x) E [0, T] x K(0, R) 
we have that for any a, b E K(0, d), /la - bll < r, and t E [0, T]: 
D(F[t, a], G[t, bl) < E. 
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5. DIFFERENTIAL GAMES 
Varaiya and Lin [ 141 have studied certain differential games determined 
by suitable control systems. Their results may be generalized to differential 
games determined analogously but by means of orientor fields when we 
replace Theorem 2 of [ 141 by the Lemma 1 proven above (for K = 0, c = 0, 
and F, = F). Simultaneously, the assumptions may be weakened further by 
dropping the convexity condition ((iv) in Section 2 of [ 141). Of course, in 
this case the payoff functionals must be defined on the Cartesian products of 
the closures of sets of admissible trajectories. 
Further generalizations may be obtained, assuming that although for one 
player the orientor field is self approximated, for the other player only the 
condition of continuity determined in Conclusion 2 is satisfied. In this case, 
however, the method analogous to that presented in Varaiya’s paper [ 131 
could be used. To assume only continuity for both players, without 
conditions of approximation, is not sufficient for establishing the existence of 
the game’s value, even in the case of continuous payoff functionals [7]. 
For games of the type discussed above, it is also possible to take into 
account perturbations of the orientor fields, and to obtain theorems of the 
same kind as Theorem 56.1 of [2]. 
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